Reciprocating compressors are critical components in the oil and gas sector, though their maintenance cost is known to be relatively high. Compressor valves are the weakest component, being the most frequent failure mode, accounting for almost half the maintenance cost. One of the major targets in industry is minimisation of downtime and cost, while maximising availability and safety of a machine, with maintenance considered a key aspect in achieving this objective. The concept of Condition Based Maintenance and Prognostics and Health Management (CBM/PHM) which is founded on the diagnostics and prognostics principles, is a step towards this direction as it offers a proactive means for scheduling maintenance. Despite the fact that diagnostics is an established area for reciprocating compressors, to date there is limited information in the open literature regarding prognostics, especially given the nature of failures can be instantaneous. This work presents an analysis of prognostic performance of several methods (multiple linear regression, polynomial regression, K-Nearest Neighbours Regression (KNNR)), in relation to their accuracy and variability, using actual temperature only valve failure data, an instantaneous failure mode, from an operating industrial compressor. Furthermore, a variation for Remaining Useful Life (RUL) estimation based on KNNR, along with an ensemble technique merging the results of all aforementioned methods are proposed. Prior to analysis, principal components analysis and statistical process control were employed to create ! ! and ! metrics, which were proposed to be used as health indicators reflecting degradation process of the valve failure mode and are proposed to be used for direct RUL estimation for the first time. Results demonstrated that even when RUL is relatively short due to instantaneous nature of failure mode, it is feasible to perform good RUL estimates using the proposed techniques. 
Introduction
Reciprocating compressors are essential components in the oil and gas sector, being a key element in refining industry as one of the most frequently used type of equipment, demanding high reliability and availability [1, 2] . They are employed extensively, being powerful, flexible, efficient, and dependable in many compression applications. Despite their popularity, their maintenance cost can be several times greater than that of other compressor types [3] , since the number of moving parts is higher [4] , thus they are expected to experience more failures. Bloch and Heinz [1] note that valves are the most common failing part (36%), making them the weakest component, accounting for almost half the maintenance cost [4] .
i.
Data-driven. They model the degradation process using historical information, and are suitable when there is limited physical understanding of system under study. They struggle in cases for which they have not been trained like novel events, while their accuracy depends on amount and quality of available data. ii.
Physics based. They create a mathematical representation of system's or failure's physical aspect. They are computationally expensive and tend to be application specific though they can outperform data-driven.
Similarly, there are two ways for calculating RUL [7,21,22]:
i. Direct estimation. Relationship between information and RUL is modelled. It requires knowledge of historical and current information, with data being the input and RUL being the output. It is useful in cases lacking a failure threshold. ii.
Indirect estimation. Relationship between information and a Health Indicator (HI) reflecting machine's health status is modelled. In some cases the HI can be modelled as function of time. HI is extrapolated until a failure threshold is reached and RUL is estimated as the difference between current and failure time. It requires knowledge of historical, current, and future information.
This paper concentrates on data-driven prognostics methods and employs direct RUL estimation due to availability of CM measurements accompanied by historical failures. The techniques implemented were: i.
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and Polynomial Regression (PR) which belong to trend extrapolation, one of the simplest methods and most commonly used one in industry [17, [23] [24] [25] ii.
K-Nearest Neighbours Regression (KNNR) which belongs to similarity-based prognostics, an emerging trend with great potential [26, 27] . Moreover, a RUL estimation variation based on KNNR was proposed. iii.
An ensemble method averaging each of the aforementioned algorithms' output was proposed.
These methods were benchmarked using non-uniformly sampled historical valve failure temperature data from an industrial reciprocating compressor retrieved from a server, rather than raw sensor measurements commonly used. The use of actual information addressed a major prognostics challenge: limited works utilising real-life data [ The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 contains a literature review of prognostics methods employed. Section 3 analyses HI creation process and overviews prognostics methods. Section 4 describes data acquisition procedure and evaluation metrics used. Section 5 presents results followed by a discussion. Section 6 contains concluding remarks.
Prognostics methods literature review
In this work, several prognostics methods were benchmarked on reciprocating compressor valve failure data based on their accuracy and variability. The first two techniques employed (MLR and PR) belong to trend extrapolation family. It is one of the most preferred prognostics methods in industry, being the simplest one, though there are limited published works in literature [17] . Zhao et al. [30] used Stransform, Gaussian pyramid, local binary pattern, PCA and linear discriminant analysis for preprocessing along with MLR for RUL estimation for bearings. Li and Nilkitsaranont [31] employed MLR for prognostics of gas turbine engine during early degradation stage while quadratic regression was used when degradation deteriorated. Alamaniotis et al. [32] applied fuzzy sets and MLR for prognostics of power plant turbine blade. Proposed methodology was superior to simple MLR. MLR has also been used extensively as a benchmarking tool, along with PR. In such works, MLR/PR were used either to compare performance of proposed methodology, usually found inferior [33] [34] [35] 
Prognostics methods overview 3.1 Health indicator
In data-driven prognostics, data quality is of paramount importance, as it affects RUL estimation accuracy [6, 9] . Hence, it is essential data used reflect degradation process adequately. This can be achieved via HIs that can be either features extracted from signals (mean, skewness, kurtosis, etc.), or one-dimensional metrics created by data fusion requiring all useful information to be considered [6, 9] . In this work, PCA coupled with SPC were implemented to construct Hotelling ! ! and ! residuals metrics describing compressor's valve degradation, and proposed to be used for the first time as HIs and RUL estimation inputs.
Principal components analysis
PCA is a dimensionality reduction technique that projects a number of correlated variables in a lower space via a linear transformation, while preserving maximum possible variance within original set, creating a new group of uncorrelated, and orthogonal latent variables [55] . Let ! be a !×! data matrix (!: number of measurements, !: number of variables), its PCA transformation is [55] :
Where !, the !×! score matrix, is the projection of ! from !-dimensional space to !-dimensional, with ! ≤ !. !, the !×! component matrix, is the linear mapping of ! to !. ! is the !×! reconstruction error matrix. Calculation of principal components can be done with use of singular value decomposition [ 
With ! ! !th principal component scores, ! ! ! its variance, and control limit [57-60]:
With ! ! (!, ! − !) the 100 − 1 !% upper critical point of ! distribution with ! and ! − ! numbers of freedom.
! metric for residual matrix ! is [57,58,60]:
With ! ! reconstructed values of ! ! , and control limit [57, 58] :
, and ! !,! ! the 100 − 1 !% upper critical point of ! ! distribution with ℎ numbers of freedom.
Metrics created by PCA/SPC were used as HIs for prognostics purpose. Procedure of employing PCA/SPC to create HIs is described in a compact form as follows. In phase I healthy data are centred and scaled to unit variance, and PCA model is created, along with control limits for ! ! and !. In phase II new data are centred and scaled using healthy means and variances, projected on healthy PCA model calculating their scores and residuals, and their metrics are estimated creating HIs. This process can also be seen schematically in Figure 1 . 
With ! ! , ! ! , … , ! ! regression coefficients to be estimated, ! the residuals assumed to be uncorrelated and normally distributed, and ! = 1, … , !. Parameters are calculated utilising least squares algorithm [62] :
Fit of model on data can be assessed using coefficient of determination ! ! that measures amount of variability captured [62] : 
, Equation 9
Both metrics range from zero indicating bad fit to one indicating perfect fit.
In this work MLR was trained using historical failures with HIs being independent variables and RUL dependent one, and was applied for direct RUL estimation. 
Estimation of coefficients is done as in 3.2.1.
Depending on polynomial order, number of parameters can be significantly large leading to overfitting. Stepwise regression is the most widely used selection process for including an optimum number of regressors [62] . It is an iterative procedure where terms are included or removed from the model based on a partial F-test. Considering that ! !" is F-value for including a term and ! !"# for removing one, for a variable to be included it should be ! ≥ ! !" and to be excluded ! ≤ ! !"# [62] . During the initial step, a model is constructed using only most correlated regressor with the dependent variable as it will have highest ! value. The process concludes when no variables can be included or excluded [62] , leading to polynomial stepwise regression (PSR). Adequacy of model can be examined using ! ! and
metrics. Prognostics application of this method is the same as for MLR. 
K-nearest neighbours regression KNNR is a form of similarity based prognostics, belonging in nonparametric regression family along with similarity based prognostics. It estimates the regression function without making any assumptions about underlying relationship of dependent and independent variables
! !, ! ! = ! − ! ! = ! ! − ! !" ! ! !!!
, Equation 11
with ! = 1, … , !. !'s response value is [47,50,65]:
, Equation 12
! is the number of most similar historical points to current sample according to ! !, ! ! , ! ! and ! ! are the weight and response value of !th neighbour. Hence, the response value is the weighted sum of response values of K closest historical samples based on their predictor similarities. About weighting there is no straightforward formula and can be done in various ways [64] . Formulation used here was:
Optimum are presented to the model an RUL is estimated based on similarity analysis. As with similarity based prognostics, the purpose is to identify similar degradation patterns with historical cases, but in this case rather than performing similarity analysis between segments as usually done pointwise similarity was used instead where only latest information was compared with historical samples. Furthermore, RUL was estimated using K most similar samples from all historical data, meaning that one failure might have more than one common points with current sample while another might have none. This method shall be denoted as KNNR 1.
Proposed variation of KNNR based RUL estimation
A variation of RUL estimation process based on KNNR is also proposed. instead of applying KNNR on all historical measurements, it is implemented on each historical case individually. RUL is calculated as the weighted sum of RULs from each separate case based on similarity results. In this variation, instead of using K most similar points from each case only most similar one was used. This variation shall be denoted as KNNR 2.
Ensemble technique
In this paper, an ensemble methodology was also tested where output of each prognostics algorithm reviewed in this chapter was combined. Fusion was undertaken via averaging having the following form:
The purpose is to improve prognostics results by combining strengths of multiple techniques, refining their results.
Prognostics metrics
In order to quantitatively benchmark performance of methods several criteria were used, as there is no universal criterion available yet [36] . The metrics can be separated into two categories: a) accuracy (NMSE, MAPER, CRA) measuring distance between estimated and actual RUL with higher accuracy desired, and b) precision (MAD) measuring error variability with low volatility desired. Let !"#(!) be actual RUL at time !, ! = 1, … , ! number of available samples, !"#(!) be estimated RUL, and !"#$ ! = !"# ! − !"#(!) be difference of actual and estimated RUL. Employed metrics are: i.
Normalised Mean Square Error (NMSE) [70] :
, Equation 15
With !"# the mean value of !"#.
ii. Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPER) [36]:
iii. Cumulative Relative Accuracy (CRA) [36] :
, Equation 17
With !"(!) the Relative Accuracy at each time instance [36, 71] :
iv. Mean absolute deviation [36] :
, Equation 18
NMSE and CRA range in (-∞, 1] with 1 indicating perfect score, while MAPER and MAD range in [0, ∞) with 0 indicating perfect score.
Data acquisition
Information employed in this work came from an operational industrial two-stage, fourcylinder, double-acting reciprocating compressor that has been used in various applications (compressing different gasses). The machine is instrumented with sensors collecting both process (temperature, pressure, speed, etc.) and mechanically (bearing vibration, bearing temperature, seal pressure etc.) related measurements, that stream continuously, via internet, to a central location. They are stored, preprocessed, and analysed for CBM purposes. The large volume of data created, considering each sensor's sampling frequency, requires a huge amount of storage. Hence, a ruleset was created deciding which values should be stored, leading to non-uniformly sampled sets. To compensate, linear interpolation is used.
The fault mode under study was a valve failure. A ring valve was the defective component with cause of failure: broken valve plate leading to leakage. There were 13 defective cases available that all took place in the same cylinder within a period of one and a half years. Depending on case, the failing valve was either Head End (HE) or Crank End (CE) discharge valve. In all failures, valves were of same type, model, and manufacturer. Failure was denoted as the point when it was deemed as incapable of performing its intended function.
Historical information of 16 temperature measurements, one for each valve (two suction (HE/CE) and two discharge (HE/CE) per cylinder, four cylinders), was extracted from a server with sampling period ! ! = 1! (! ! = 1!"). Each case contained roughly two and a half days' worth of data, depicting both healthy and failing states. Table 1 contains the fault duration of each case (from the moment of detection until moment of failure). The instantaneous nature is evident as failure occurs in a matter of minutes. A graphical representation for failure 11 can be seen in Figure 2 . Prior to proceeding with analysis, data were scanned for missing values, a common phenomenon in industry, utilising SOM for imputation [72] . In order to mitigate the effect of external sources like speed or ambient temperature on the measurements, their ratios were employed instead. The ratios were calculated as follows: 
Results and discussion
After the process of collecting and cleansing the data was completed, they were employed in order to implement prognostics by creating health indicators and comparing the performance of several algorithms.
Health indicator
Healthy data from each case were centred and scaled to unit variance, and used to create a PCA model of 3 components (!"# = 95%) while calculating ! ! and ! control limits. Failure data, after centring and scaling, were projected on the model calculating their ! ! and ! metrics creating HIs ( Figure   3 ). Both metrics were divided with their respective statistical limits in order to be comparable. Table 3 contains optimum K for KNNR 1, selected via 10-fold cross validation ranging from 1 to 200, while for KNNR 2 optimum K was decided a priori as K=1. Data were centred and scaled to unity, and Euclidean distance was used. Quantitative inspection of methods' performance can be done via metrics found in Table 4 . The prognostics horizon for all metrics is from moment of fault detection until failure, meaning all available samples were considered in calculation. From results, it is evident that ensemble method consistently outperforms the rest being superior in most metrics for both failures, while in cases where another technique prevails, ensemble follows closely. Although PR performs well in case 8, in 11 it is outperformed by others. KNNR 2 displays, lowest variability, an attribute highly desired, followed closely by ensemble one. Overall, quantitative results are in accordance with qualitative ones. Furthermore, results confirmed the claim of lack of universal metrics since the same method might be suitable or not depending on metric used. This calls for more effort to be put towards this direction. Based on prognostics results presented in this section, there are some comments that can be made:
• PSR and MLR performed similarly well with PSR being superior based on both qualitative and quantitative results, as it could better reflect the complex relationship between RUL and HIs by including interaction and higher order terms of HIs, overcoming MLR's rigidness.
• KNNR 1 and KNNR 2 displayed similar performance, both belonging to similarity based prognostics family and using the same distance metric (Euclidean) for similarity analysis.
• KNNR 1 tended to outperform KNNR 2 indicating that even when considering more than one similar case from the same failure during RUL estimation can increase accuracy. On the other hand, KNNR 2 displayed lower variation hinting that considering each case separately can reduce volatility.
• Ensemble method's performance is highly dependable on individual performance of compromising methods. Its components performed well thus it displayed the best overall performance based on both qualitative and quantitative results. Its output could be seen as refinement of prognostics estimations of its elements.
• In relation to the relative underperformance of prognostic methods in failure 9, this can be attributed to the fact that information used for this investigation was obtained from an operational industrial compressor that had been running under various working conditions and most importantly, for different applications (compressing gases with different composition) during the time span the data was made available (one and a half years). The deterioration of valve health is highly dependent on operating environment. In cases where the machine compressed gas that was impure or had high corrosive properties, the valves would degrade at a faster rate. As a result, different algorithms may capture and better represent the relationship of RUL and HIs depending on the case.
Importance of HI quality should also be noted, as performance of algorithms is heavily dependent on quality of HIs used since they reflect degradation process. The HIs that were used (! ! and !) encapsulated adequately failure evolution confirmed by good results, tracking closely fault propagation through time and enabling successful prognostics on an instantaneous failure mode.
Conclusions
In this work, three prognostics techniques (MLR, PR, and KNNR 1), along with a RUL estimation variations (KNNR 2), and an ensemble method combining aforementioned algorithms' output, were benchmarked using valve failure data from an operational industrial reciprocating compressor. To the authors' knowledge this was the first attempt of RUL estimation on reciprocating compressor valves. Furthermore, use of actual data addressed lack of works regarding implementation of prognostics in industrial applications demonstrating PHM's potency. Moreover, it was the first known implementation of that ! ! and ! metrics as HIs and utilised in direct RUL estimation process.
Results showed that all methods performed comparably well both in qualitative (graphs) and quantitative (metrics) analysis, with ensemble outperforming the rest by better tracking RUL evolution and having high metric values. PR was shown to be superior to PR while KNNR 1, and KNNR 2 performed closely being both similarity based methods using the same distance metric, with KNNR 1 performing the best. Also, quality of HIs used was deemed satisfactory given good results of techniques, confirming suitability of ! ! and ! metrics to be used as such. Moreover, results demonstrated that all methods were able to cope with instantaneous nature of failure mode under study.
